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The “landscape” of Pati–Salam heterotic superstring vacua
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The main aspects of a recently developed method for classification of heterotic superstring vacua in the Free
Fermionic Formulation are presented. Using these techniques we classify a big number of approximately
1015 heterotic string vacua with Pati–Salam, SU(4) × SU(2)
L
× SU(2)
R
, gauge symmetry with respect
to their main phenomenological features as the number of families, Pati–Salam breaking Higgs, Standard
Model Higgs doublets, additional triplets and exotic charge states. We identify an interesting subclass of
these vacua, approximately one to one million, whose massless spectrum is completely free of fractionally
charge states.
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1 Introduction
String theory provides a framework for unification of gauge interactions with gravity. There exist only five
string theories in 10 dimensions, the E8 × E8 and SO(32) heterotic, the type I, type IIA and type IIB
strings. However, compactification leads to a plethora of string vacua in four dimensions. Recently, a lot
of effort has been devoted in studying the properties of these vacua, also referred as “string landscape” [1],
including intersecting D-brane orientifold models [2] and heterotic models [3, 6].
In references [5, 6] a new approach has been developed that allows to study a big class of heterotic
vacua, with SO(10) embedding, in the context of Free Fermionic Formulation [4]. A model in this class
is defined by a set of 12 basis vectors
v1 = 1 = {ψ
µ, χ1,...,6, y1,...,6, ω1,...,6|y¯1,...,6, ω¯1,...,6, η¯1,2,3, ψ¯1,...,5, φ¯1,...,8}
v2 = S = {ψ
µ, χ1,...,6}
v2+i = ei = {y
i, ωi|y¯i, ω¯i}, i = 1, . . . , 6
v9 = b1 = {χ
34, χ56, y34, y56|y¯34, y¯56, η¯1, ψ¯1,...,5} (1)
v10 = b2 = {χ
12, χ56, y12, y56|y¯12, y¯56, η¯2, ψ¯1,...,5}
v11 = z1 = {φ¯
1,...,4}
v12 = z2 = {φ¯
5,...,8}
and a set of 66 phases c[vi, vj ] = ±1, j < i = 1, . . . , 12, that correspond to generalized GSO projections
(GGSO). The basis vectors b1, b2 correspond to Z2×Z2 orbifold twists, while ei, i = 1, . . . , 6 correspond
to shifts. Keeping the basis vectors fixed and varying the GGSO phases we can generate 212(12−1)/2 = 266
models with SO(10) × U(1)3 × SO(8)2 gauge symmetry. Following [6] we can derive expressions for
the main phenomenological aspects of the model in terms of the GGSO phases. The number of twisted
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spinorial representations, per orbifold plane I = 1, 2, 3, is given by
#(S(I)) =


24−rank(∆
(I)) rank
(
∆(I)
)
= rank
[
∆(I), Y
(I)
16
]
0 rank
(
∆(I)
)
< rank
[
∆(I), Y
(I)
16
]
while the number of vectorial representations is given by
#(V (I)) =


24−rank(∆
(I)) rank
(
∆(I)
)
= rank
[
∆(I), Y
(I)
10
]
0 rank
(
∆(I)
)
< rank
[
∆(I), Y
(I)
10
]
where ∆(I) are 4x4 and Y (I) are 4x1 GGSO coefficient matrices and
[
∆(I), Y
(I)
10
]
,
[
∆(I), Y
(I)
16
]
represent
the enchased 4x5 matrices. Similar expressions can be derived for the chirality of spinorial representations.
Using these results a full classification of SO(10) vacua, numbering approximately 1020 models, has been
presented in [6], revealing some interesting properties of the spectra as the spinor-vector duality.
2 The Pati–Salam superstring “landscape”
In this work we report some recent progress in extending the analysis of [6] by adding an extra basis vector
to (1) that breaks the SO(10) symmetry. The simplest choice is the vector
v13 = α = {ψ¯
45, φ¯1,2} (2)
that introduces 12 new GSO projection phases c[α, vj ], j = 1, . . . , 12. The full gauge group (away from
special points) is broken down to SU(4)×SU(2)L×SU(2)R×U(1)3×SU(2)4×SO(8) which includes
the Pati–Salam as the symmetry of the “observable” sector [8].
A heterotic string realization of a supersymmetric version of the Pati–Salam model has been studied
in [9]. The SM particles are accommodated in PS multiplets
SU(4)× SU(2)L × SU(2)R ⊃ SU(3)× SU(2)× U(1)
FL(4,2,1)→ Q(3,2,−
1
6
) + ℓ(1,2,
1
2
)
F¯R(4¯,1,2)→ u
c(3¯,1,
2
3
) + dc(3¯,1,−
1
3
) + ec(1,1,−1) + νc(1,1, 0)
D(6,1, 1)→ D3(3,1,
1
3
) + D¯3(3¯,1,−
1
3
)
h(1,2,2)→ hd(1,2,
1
2
) + hu(1,2,−
1
2
)
where D3, D¯3 are additional quark triplets. Using the standard hypercharge embedding, that guarantees
sin2θw =
3
8 at the string scale, Y =
1√
16
T15 +
1
2 I3L +
1
2 I3R, states transforming as (1,1,2), (1,2,1),
(4,1,1) accommodate fractional charge exotics. The appearance of these states is a generic feature of
k = 1 string compactifications as shown in [10].
The PS symmetry can be broken to the Standard Model by vevs to the neutral components (〈νcH〉 , 〈νH〉)
of a pair of Higg multiplets (H, H¯)
H¯(4¯,1,2)→ ucH(3¯,1,
2
3
) + dcH(3¯,1,−
1
3
) + νcH(1,1, 0) + e
c
H(1,1,−1)
H(4,1,2)→ uH(3,1,−
2
3
) + dH(3,1,
1
3
) + νH(1,1, 0) + eH(1,1, 1) (3)
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The triplet remnants of the Higgs mechanism get heavy masses combined with the triplets in D(6,1, 1)
through the superpotential terms
H2D + H¯2D → dH D¯3 〈νH〉+ d
c
H D3 〈ν
c
H〉 (4)
Fermion masses are generated by the superpotential term
FL(4,2,1)F¯R(4¯,1,2)h(1,2,2) (5)
however neutrinos stay naturally light as they mix with additional heavy singlets [9].
Following the method developed in [6], analytic formulae are derived for the main features of a PS
model massless spectrum in terms of GGSO coefficients. These include the number ofFL, F¯L, FR, D, D¯,H ,
H¯ , h as well as the numbers of exotic multiplets. After fixing some coefficients to guarantee N = 1 super-
symmetry, and removing some redundancy, we are left with 51 independent phases giving rise to a class
of 251 ∼ 1015 vacua. Using a computer program and random sampling over 5 × 109 models we obtain a
statistical profile of this class of models. In Figure 1 we plot the number of PS models versus the number
of fermion generations. We remark that 3-generation vacua correspond approximately to 0.3% of the sam-
ple. Furthermore, in Figure 2, we plot the number of models versus the number of exotic multiplets in the
spectrum. We observe that an important number of models in the sample, approximately one PS model per
half milion, is free of massless exotics. This phenomenologically interesting result is not in contradiction
with [10], since exotics are still present in the massive heterotic string spectrum. A detail analysis of the
“landscape” of PS heterotic vacua is presented in [7]. An outline of the main results is shown in Table
1, where we examine a series of phenomenological constraints and calculate the statistics of the models
satisfying them. Every line in the table corresponds to an additional constraint. We remark that the number
of vacua satisfying all requirements, is approximately one to one million. This reveals a rich subclass of
phenomenologically interesting vacua that deserve further study.
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Fig. 1 Number PS models versus number of generations in a random sample of 5× 109 models.
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Fig. 2 Number 3 generation PS models versus number number of exotic state multiplets in a random sample of 5×109
models.
Constraint probability estimated # of models
No gauge group enhancements 2× 10−1 2× 1014
+ 3 generation models 3× 10−3 7× 1012
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+ SM breaking Higgs doublets 3× 10−4 7× 1011
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Table 1 PS models statistics with respect to phenomenological constraints imposed on massless spectrum.
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